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Abstract

Title: Detecting Harmful Hand Behavior with Machine Learning from Wearable Motion

Sensor Data

Author: Lingfeng Zhang

Advisor: Philip K. Chan, Ph.D.

In medical care and special needs areas, human activity recognition helps doctors track the

patients while they are unsupervised. In this paper, we will present our classifier system for

detecting harmful hand behavior. The data comes from a wearable sensor on the user’s

wrist. It collects signals in the three axes x, y and z. For each axis, it contains multiple

attributes. Because reducing irrelevant attributes can decrease the time complexity and

increase the accuracy, we started processing the raw data by ignoring some attributes from

the whole attributes set. Our design approach is to apply a classification algorithm which

generate an initial output, and then use a sequence post process to correct potentially

incorrect initial outputs. The basic classifier algorithm is a decision tree, where we adopt

the random forest approach to reduce generation error. Experimental results show that the

system can get a 96% accuracy rate in detecting harmful behavior, and it can also obtain

95% accuracy rate distinguishing the ambiguous behaviors from the harmful behaviors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Human Activity Recognition is becoming more and more popular because it attracts a lot

of researchers and it was a strong potential for assistant services, such as sports tracking,

health care, special needs, and other routine actions. In order to build a system to recognize

human activities, people need to get information from individuals, which means recording

their human activity history and using this history data is essential. Video recorders,

cameras, microphones, and accelerometers are the most frequently used devices to obtain

data. Wearable accelerometers are widely deployed in many cases, because they are

convenient and suitable for the user, and they are available for long term tracking.

Several studies have showed significant improvement in activity recognition, but most of

these focused on the body movement scenarios, such as walking, running, sitting, etc. In

this paper, we are going to present a comparable method to recognize self-injuring

behavior with autistic children.

There were some previous studies[9,10] working on the hand behavior recognition, but our

target is detecting some abnormal behaviors such as aggressive attacks toward the head or

knees. As we know, the target anomalous data occurs much less than the normal data,

therefore for machine learning purpose we needed to first solve the imbalance data set

before building the system.

In this paper, we designed the decision tree algorithm as the main classifier and using a

post sequence process to improve the accuracy. The raw data was acquired from a single

wearable accelerometer located on the user’s wrist. We did not use the raw data to do

classification. Before that, we needed to do a windowing process, using each window as
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input instance. After we got the windows, we extracted the features from each window[1].

An enormous set of features can lead to computational problems and may potentially

decrease the accuracy. Therefore, a small and efficient set of features played an important

role in our case. A Random Forest was implemented, because using Random Forest would

result in a higher accuracy with a voting strategy. We also designed a Sequence

Post-Processing method, where we used the outputs from the Random Forest as the inputs.

The basic idea was to find the pattern information from the training set, then use this

information to correct the wrong classifications from the Random Forest.

According to the results, we got an over 96% true positive rate of slapping class. This gave

us the confidence in detecting the harmful hand behaviors. Besides this achievement, we

proved that using the best combination of forest size and subset-feature size for Random

Forest could obtain a outstanding performance; and the combinations for different data sets

are not the same. Furthermore, we decreased the false positive rate by using Sequence

Post-Processing. Even though there are some limitations in Sequence Post-Processing, as

far as now it is still showed a good effect on out system.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we will review

some previous studies, and discuss some good ideas. In Chapter 3, we will present the data

processing, system schema, and all the details about how to make the system work. The

experimental results and data analysis is presented in Chapter 4, and the conclusion is in

the last part Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

2.1 Previous Work

There are 2 types of Human Activity Recognition studies: the first is body movement

recognition, such as running, walking, sitting, and other basic motions, and the second is

hand behavior recognition, where activities such as hand-waving, drinking, and slapping

are more closely analyzed. Paper[2] shows the recent research on human activity

recognition which is based on the accelerometer, and lists the techniques used in this

research.

Some of the studies[1,3,4,5,6] focus on the body movement recognition. Papers[1,3]

implemented the Hidden Markov Model(HMM) as their classification algorithm, and they

did experiments to prove that a good sampling rate can improve the accuracy. For paper[4],

the authors realized Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) which is a semantic indexing

method attempting to capture the underling relationship among the features. SVD is helpful

for discriminating between the classes and a good dimension reduction technique. They

implemented the Back Propagation Neural Network(BPNN) as their classification

algorithm. As for paper[5], the authors used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to

reduce the complexity for features, and designed a divide-and-conquer method to separate

the dynamic and static states. Finally, they used the BPNN to do the classification. The

paper[6] used the Naive Bayes as the classification algorithm, which assumes that the

features have strong independence with each other in one single instance.

The papers[8,9,10] focus on the hand behavior recognition. In paper[8], the authors

computed the features from the input video images which are 2D positions of an user,
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while implementing the Finite State Machine(FSM) to be the classification algorithm.

Paper[9] implemented the HMM. The recognition system has a pre-processing step which

removes the effect of device orientation from the data. In paper[10], the authors

implemented Support Vector Machine(SVM) which is a small sample size method based

on statistic learning theory, and compared the performance in two ways: user-dependent

and user-independent.

The data for human activity recognition can also come from multiple sensors resources, or

other resources instead of accelerometer. Paper[7] acquired the data from accelerometer

sensor and single grid-based image sensor. The data in different channels will be processed

by SVM, and the result shows a great improvement by using fusion sensors. In paper[11],

there are two sensors: one of them records the accelerometer, and the other one records

sound signal. Then, the authors used the Linear discriminant analysis to deal with the

sound channel and the HMM to deal with the acceleration data for the activities

classification. Paper[12] used a real time continuous video stream to be the data, while

BPNN was implemented to do the classification.

2.2 The difference between this paper and previous work

This paper will try to distinguish between different types of hand behaviors. Even though

some previous research studied hand behavior recognition, their research is about normal

behaviors, such as waving the hand, making a hand sign, etc. But for this paper, the target

is to classify all the harmful hand behaviors from some normal behaviors.

Basically, the data for this paper came from a wearable sensor which contained

accelerometer and gyroscope in three dimensions x, y, and z. We focused on the hand

behavior, ignoring the body movement. We simulated the autistic children’s behaviors,

which means the bad hand behaviors only happened a few times during a certain period

time. Moreover, we introduced another behavior - drinking water, which is to test whether

our system can distinguish these two similar behaviors.
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As we know, harmful hand behaviors lasted a shorter time than the time when there were

no harmful hand behavior. Because the wearable sensor will collect the data within a

certain amount of time, therefore the data of harmful behaviors will be much less than the

data of non-harmful behaviors. This is called an imbalance data set. As to imbalance data

set, accuracy for the whole test set is not helpful for us to evaluate our system. Instead of

that, the true positive rate and the false positive rate will be the criteria.

Generally speaking, in this paper, our job is to recognize both harmful and non-harmful

behaviors, while the data comes from the normal user who stimulates the autistic child’s

behaviors. There is no orderliness for the training data. Based on these situations, we will

design a system to do the classification which can get both a high true positive rate and a

low false positive rate.
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Chapter 3
Approach

The main problem in this paper is to detect harmful actions from motion sensor data. In

this chapter, we proposed the main components of the overall system. First of all, data

pre-processing was necessary before starting the machine learning process. After

processing the raw data, there were two algorithms which would be implemented to

complete the classification. The first algorithm was Random Forest, which used a voting

strategy to avoid noise and obtain a good performance. The second algorithm was called

Sequence Post-Processing. The goal of Sequence Post-Processing was to correct some

incorrect classifications, which come from the first algorithm. Here is a brief schema in

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 — The basic components of the overall systems.
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3.1 Data Pre-processing and Feature Extraction

The raw data came from the wearable sensor, which included the accelerometer and the

gyroscope in x, y, and z dimensions. The unit for the accelerometer is gravity. We used the

Linear Acceleration, which excludes Earth’s gravitation, but only counts the object’s

acceleration. The unit for the gyroscope is degree per second. The data was recorded by the

sensor every 10 milliseconds, which means that in 1 second there are around 100 records.

Figure 3.2 shows a part of the raw data.

Figure 3.2 — The example of raw data

Dr.Pritchard in School of Behavior Analysis at Florida Institute of Technology provided

these data. One of his goals is to design therapies to help autistic children, who sometimes

perform harmful actions to themselves. To evaluate the effectiveness of his therapies, he

would like to count the number of actions in an automated manner, instead of having

someone count manually. This project tries to detect harmful hand behaviors from motion

sensor data.

3.1.1 Data pre-process

The given data set was a period of real time record. The data included some harmful

behavior actions, such as slapping head, and several normal behavior actions, including

drinking water. Besides this given data set, we had another action table which contains the

time label to indicate the starting/ending time for each action.
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The time label might be less accurate, because it used the integer second to be the unit. But

as we mentioned before, the sensor collects the data in each 10ms, so usually the actual

actions’ starting/ending time may be earlier or later than the given time label. Therefore,

according to the approximate time, we plot the data in a visual way. Then, we manually set

a more accurate starting/ending time label, which kept the time in two decimal places.

After this process, each data record in the raw data set belonged to different classes, such

as slapping and drinking; these are behavior actions that are either harmful or normal. For

the rest of data, we regarded them as “no action” class. We called the behavior classes and

the “no action” class as positive classes and negative class respectively. Since we had the

data in different classes, the criteria to evaluate our system shows whether our system can

recognize the data in the correct class.

3.1.2 Windowing the Data

One single data does not contain enough information for our machine learning system.

Therefore, we need to window the data, so that we can extract some useful

information/features from a group of data. If the window size is too small, which means the

data is too few to represent an action, the feature can not be completely extracted. On the

contrary, if there is too much data in one window, some irrelevant data may be included.

The irrelevant data can be the noise in the window, and the accuracy of the system can be

influenced in terms of this reason.

Considering these situations, we evaluated the entire data set and found the action which

has the smallest number of data records. Then set the window size as this number. Firstly,

this window size is enough to express an action. Secondly, this window size is not too

large where it may contain other irrelevant data.

In our data set, the window size is 25. After we window the whole raw data set, we need to

sign a class to each window. If over 50% of the data records have the same class X in one
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window, then we sign class X to this window. We keep on doing this process for all

windows.

In our case, there are 25 records in one window, which means there are around a quarter of

second records in one window. We think that if we want to predict what the current

behavior action is, maybe the information of the previous actions can help us. So we

grouped four continuous windows to be one instance, and use the last window’s class to be

the class of this instance. Four windows can represent 1 second information. Figure 3.3

indicates how an instance is formed.

Figure 3.3 — Each window has 25 raw data, each instance has 4 windows

3.1.3 Feature Extraction

According to the previous researches[2,5], we got some ideas about choosing the features.

In this paper, we will introduce seven features, which are: (1) mean value; (2) the absolute

value between min and max: the difference between min and max is useful in

discriminating whether there is an action happening now or not; (3) root mean square value:

this feature is to describe the distribution of the data in one period; (4) standard deviation;

(5) linear regression: linear regression is to represent the trend of a group data; (6) pearson

correlation between axes: pearson correlation can represent the relation in two dimensions,
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either positive related or negative related; (7) pearson correlation between accelerometer

and gyroscope in the same axis.

The first six features are extracted from the accelerometer and gyroscope in three axes;

therefore, there are 6*2*3=36 features. The 7th feature-pearson correlation between the

accelerometer and gyroscope is only available in the same axis, so there are 3 features

more. Finally, there are 39 features in total in one window.

3.1.4 Separate the data for training and testing

After the feature extraction, each instance will contain 39*4=156 features(each window

contains 39 features and 1 instance has 4 windows). Now, we can use the instances to be

the input for the machine learning training process. In order to evaluate our system later on,

we need to set a test set from the whole instance set. We randomly choose a continuous

block, which is one-fourth of the whole instance set, to be the test set. The instance in the

test set will not be trained, but it will only be used for the evaluation process. So, the

remaining instances will be the training set. We will also randomly choose one-third of the

instances from the training set to be the validation set; that is for the post-sequence

processing.

Figure 3.4 — The testing set is 1/4 of the whole set and validation set is 1/3 of the training set.
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3.2 Learning Algorithm and Imbalance Data Set

In this paper, we implemented the Decision Tree algorithm as the main learning algorithm.

Our given data set was an imbalanced data set, because the number of negative class

instances was much larger than the number of positive class instances. Therefore, before

the machine learning process, we needed to deal with the imbalance data set. Based on the

decision tree algorithm, we implemented the Random Forest algorithm. Random Forest

produced a better accuracy and handle a high number of features. Another advantage of

Random Forest was that it was less likely to be over-fitted in the training process.

3.2.1 Decision Tree Learning

Decision Tree is a tree structure classification algorithm, where each internal node

represents a feature, each branch represents the value of the feature, and the leaf node

represents a class label. So, the decision is being made at each internal node(or feature), the

instances which have the same value of the feature will go to the same branch. The

decision taken after computing all features will be dependent on whether or not the

instances in the same leaf node are the same class or most of the instances have the same

class. Figure 3.5 is an example tree to show how the decision tree works:

Figure 3.5 — The blue block is the feature. The yellow block is the value of each feature. The
green circle is the leaf node represents the class
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The key point of the decision tree is how to select a feature at each internal node, thus,

making the next sample space less confusing. We use entropy to describe the sample space:





n

i
iin vPvPvPvPEntropy

1
21 )(log*)())(),...,(( (3.1)

Where v1 to vn represent the different classes at a current sample space. P(vi) is the fraction

of vi class in the current sample space. A smaller entropy represents a more pure sample

space. So, we will have an entropy in some current level, we say it is )(currentEntropy ,

and we will have different entropy in the next level. After selecting the different feature,

we say it is )( ifeatureEntropy . Therefore, we can get an information gain

)( ifeatureGain which is:

)()()( ii featureEntropycurrentEntropyfeatureGain  (3.2)

We picked the feature which has the highest gain and set it to be the internal node,

continuously, until we finish building the entire tree.

3.2.2 Imbalance Data Set

In general classification problems, the data of different classes is approximately equally

represented. But, for the imbalanced data set, the class distribution is not uniform among

the classes. In our situation, the data of slapping class was extremely rare compared with

data of no action class; the data of drinking class was also much less than the data of no

action class. We call the minority class as positive class and the majority class as negative

class.

There are three issues with the imbalanced data set. The first issue is that, since the

negative class is larger than the positive class, according to the decision tree learning,

maybe all the leaf nodes are negative class, because the negative class usually wins in a

voting process when a leaf is not pure. The second issue is that, because the number of
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positive classes is very small, it is easy to get some super features that can cover these

positive classes. These super features are only effective in these particular positive class

instances; however, in the actual application, these super features do not contain enough

information to identify the positive class instance. The third issue is that the evaluation

system can obtain a high accuracy by simply classifying all the instances as negative class.

Missing all the positive classes but still getting a high accuracy, which is not what we

expect.

There are several ways to solve the imbalance data problem. Here we discussed the method

we used. Firstly, we selected all the instances which are positive classes (slapping and

drinking) and remember the number of these instances, let’s mark it as K. Secondly, we

randomly selected K instances which were negative class. Finally, we mixed the K positive

class instances and the K negative class instances together; therefore, we had a 2K balance

instances set and used this set to do the decision tree learning process.

If we only chose K from the negative class instances, we would miss lots of information

which belongs to the rest of negative class instances. Instead of randomly choosing K

instances from negative class, we equally divided the whole negative class instances into

several sections, and each section contains K instances. Let’s say we had N sections; we

put the K positive instances into each section, thus, we had new N sections which contained

the same positive class instances, but different negative class instances. For each section,

we applied the decision tree learning. After N times decision tree learning, we had N

different trees. Figure 3.6 shows how to generate multiple trees. Once we wanted to predict

the class label for a new instance, we used these N trees independently to do the

classification and returned the majority class to the new instance.
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Figure 3.6 — The red block represents all positive instances, and each blue block represents
one section of negative instances.

3.3 Random Forest

3.3.1 Motivation of using Random Forest

Random Forest is a combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the

values of a random vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all

trees in the forest [13]. In standard trees, a feature will be selected to be the internal node as

long as this feature obtains a best split to decrease the entropy of the sample space. In

Random Forest, each node will choose the best feature among a subset of the whole

features set. Instead of generating a single tree in decision tree algorithm, Random Forest

will generate a large number of trees, and these trees will vote for the most popular class.

Therefore, we have two parameters, size of feature subset for each node and the number of

trees. Actually, these two parameters are easily controlled and implemented based on the

decision tree algorithm.

Each single tree is weaker than a standard tree, but the combination of all the trees is

powerful. We can say that each single tree is like a specialist in a small field. Once the new

instance goes through all the trees, it is similar to analyzing the instance in different

aspects.
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3.3.2 Random Forest with Imbalance data

As mentioned before, we generated multiple trees to solve the imbalance data set problem.

According to Random Forest, a large number of trees were created, so we wanted to use

these large number of trees to solve imbalance data problem.

We did not change the algorithm of Random Forest, but we changed the data set for

Random Forest.

Algorithm 1: Random Forest with imbalance data set
Input: training set
Output: Random Forest model
Constant: Z represents the number of trees in Random Forest; K represents the number of instances
in positive classes
Variables: i represents the i-th tree;
1: set a number for Z
2: find the K positive instance in training set
3: for i=1 to i=Z do
4: randomly choose K negative instances
5: mix the K positive instances and K negative instances
6: using 2K mixed instances as data set, and implementing the subset-feature strategy to build

decision tree
7: end for

Random Forest based on the same data set to generate multiple trees. In step 2, we used the

same K positive instances (because they were the minority), but used the different K

negative instances at different times. Therefore, the only difference between any two new

data sets was the K negative instances. All the negative instances have the similar

properties, because they represented the non-behavior actions. Thus, we assumed this

trivial change might not influence the Random Forest algorithm.

3.3.3 Selecting a combination of forest size and subset size

As mentioned above, there are two parameters in Random Forest: setting a subset-feature

for each node and generating a large number of trees. According to Paper [13], they
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implemented 100 trees, and the size of subset-feature is )1(log2 
MInteger which M is the

size of the entire size. But we found that, using these two parameters did not obtain a

significant improvement in our data set. Therefore we wanted to find the best combination

of the subset-feature size and the forest size.

We found these two parameters by using the validation set. First, we set a matrix where the

rows were the possible forest sizes, and the columns were the feature subset sizes. Then,

we tried each combination to build Random Forest, and used the validation set to test the

performance of Random Forest. After running over all the combinations, the best

combination was determined by the best performance of the validation set. Thus, using the

best combination of subset-feature size and forest size to build Random Forest.

3.4 Threshold Selection with Validation Set

After Random Forest was built, we got the initial classifications of each instance in the test

set. However, according to the experiment, we found that using the majority voting

strategy was not always correct. For example, when there was a negative class instance,

Random Forest still had 55% trees predicted this instance as a positive class; only 45%

trees predicted this instance as a negative class. Thus the instance should be classified as

positive in terms of the majority voting strategy. There were a lot of incorrect

classifications happening this way. Therefore, we wanted to find a threshold to determine

the class for each instance, not just use the majority voting method.

We found the threshold based on the validation set. We used Random Forest to classify

instances. In the validation set, for each instance, we could get the following information:

how many trees predict this particular instance as slapping class, drinking class, or no

action class (the data set only contains these three classes). We use S, D and N to

represented those number of trees respectively.
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Figure 3.7 — The green dash line is the threshold

Figure 3.7 is an example of choosing the threshold for the drinking class. The X axis

represents the number D - N. The Y axis represents the number of instances. The red curve

represents the instances in the drinking class. The blue curve represents the instances in the

no-action class. As we explained before, using Random Forest we can get S, D and N for

each instance. If an instance shows strong characteristics of being a drinking class, then the

S and N will be 0, and D will be the number of all the trees in Random Forest. If we

assume there are total R trees in Random Forest, then the range of D - N is [-R , R]. Since

we already know the class of each instance, the red and blue curves will be plotted. We

expect the blue curve will decrease rapidly at first and then slowly decrease until it reaches

zero, while the red curve slowly increases. In Figure 3.7, there is a cross point of the two

curves, so the X axis value of the cross point will be the threshold for D - N. For a testing

instance, S, D and N are generated after computing Random Forest. Once D-N is smaller

than the threshold, the instance will be labeled as the no action class; otherwise the

instance will be labeled as the drinking class.
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The threshold for the slapping class will be generated in the same way, but the X axis will

be changed from D - N to S - N.

3.5 Sequence Post-Processing

The Sequence Post-Processing is to potentially correct some missed classifications by a

tree or Random Forest.

Here is an example to explain the motivation of using this method: We assumed that a

drinking action lasts two seconds. As we know, each instance contained four continuous

windows and each window contained one-quarter second records. Thus, eight continuous

drinking instances would represent this two-second drinking action. So if only one drinking

instance existed while the forward and backward instances belonged to the no action class,

this drinking instance must be a wrong classification.

In fact, there were several situations we needed to analyze; the example above is just one.

So we wanted to find all the situations, and used the patterned information to improve our

performance.

Algorithm 2: Sequence Post-Processing
Input: the training set; the classifications of all the instances in the test set; the S, D and N for each
instance
Output: the new classifications of all the instances in the test set.
Constants: drink_gap represents the minimum gap between one drink action and another action;
drink_min and drink_max represent the minimum length and maximum length among all the drink
actions.
Variables: drink_remain represents the number of instances which are contained in the previous
drink action; continuous_length represents the number of instances in one action.
1: Using training set to find these constants: drink_gap, drink_min, drink_max
2: initially sign drink_remain = 0
3:for all the instances in the test set do
4: if i-th instance is Drinking class
5: if drink_remain > 0
6: count the continuous_length of drinking class
7: drink_remain=drink_remain+continuous_length
8: if drink_remain > drink_max
9: for i=drink_max to i=drink_max+drink_gap do
10: set i-th instance as No_action class
11: end for
12: drink_remain=0;
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13: end if
14: end if
15: else if drink_remain = = 0
16: count the continuous_length of drinking
17: if continuous_length < drink_min
18: increase continuous_length to drink_min
19: drink_remain = drink_min;
20: end if
21: else if continuous_length > drink_max
22: for i=drink_max to i=drink_max+drink_gap do
23: set i-th instance as No_action class
24: end for
25: drink_remain = 0
26: end if
27: else if drink_min <=continuous_length<=drink_max
28: drink_remain = continuous_length
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: if i-th instance is No_action class
33: if drink_remain = = drink_max
34: while i<current position + drink_gap do
35: set i-th instance as No_action class
36: end while
37: drink_remain = 0
38: end if
39: else if 0<drink_remain<drink_max
40: count the continuous_length of No_action class
41: if continuous_length >= drink_gap
42: drink_remain = 0
43: end if
44: else if continuous_length < drink_gap
45: change all the instance which belongs to continuous_length as Drinking class
46: drink_remain=drink_remain+continuous_length
47: if drink_remain > drink_max
48: for i=drink_max to i=drink_max+drink_gap do
49: set i-th instance as No_action class
50: end for
51: end if
52: end if
53: end if
54: end if
55:end for

In line 1, we calculated drink_gap, drink_min, and drink_max from the training set.

drink_gap represents the minimum number of instances in No_action class which are

between one drink action and another action; drink_min and drink_max correspond to the
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minimum and maximum number of instances among all the drink actions. Lines 4 to 31,

showed what we would do if there was an instance in drinking class. The if statement from

lines 5 to 14 showed what the program will do if a remained drink action. The else if

statement from lines 15 to 30 showed what the program will do if no remained drink action.

Moreover, once there was no remained drink action, we would have three situations which

are: drink action is smaller than drink_min, larger than drink_max, or between drink_min

and drink_max. Lines 32 to 54 showed what we would do if there was an instance in

No_action class. The if statement from lines 33 to 38 ensures that there is enough space

between two actions as long as the previous drink action reaches drink_max. The else if

statement from 39 to 53 help us group multiple short drink actions into one long drink

action.

The algorithm showing above considered these points:(1)in order to be a legal drinking

action, the number of instances of drinking class must between drink_min to drink_max;(2)

any two actions cannot be closer than drink_gap;(3)a long action can be split as multiple

small actions.

This algorithm was not perfect, there was a compromise. We pursued a higher accuracy in

drinking classifications, but lost the accuracy in No_action classifications. Furthermore, we

did not involve the slapping class in this algorithm, because we already got an accurate

classifications for slapping instances without using this algorithm. In fact, we actually had

implemented the slapping class into this algorithm, but there was no improvement for the

true positive rate of slapping. Until now, the Sequence Post-Processing still has in good

influence in the overall performance.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Data

In this paper, we used 3 data sets to evaluate our algorithm performance. All the data came

from a wearable sensor, which was located on the user’s wrist.

The first data set includes 9 knee-slapping actions. This data set has 47 seconds of data and

each second has 33 records.

The second data set includes 10 head-slapping and 5 tea-drinking actions. These actions

happen randomly. This data set has 1773 seconds of data and each second has 100 records.

The third data set includes 29 head-slapping and 29 tea-drinking actions. This data set has

310 seconds of data and each second has 100 records.

The head-slapping and knee-slapping motions last approximately 0.5 second, and the

tea-drinking motion lasts around 2 seconds for all data sets mentioned above.

4.2 Evaluation Criteria

As mentioned before, the given data set is imbalanced: the accuracy of the overall test set

cannot relate the performance of the system. We set the slapping and drinking motions as

the different positive classes, and we set the rest of time (“no actions”) to be the negative

class. Therefore, we used the true positive rate and the false positive rate to be the criteria.

We expected high true positive rates in both slapping- and drinking-class motions, and a

low false positive rate in “no actions” class at the same time.
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Table 4.1 — The matrix of classified classes numbers

According to Table 4.1, the true positive rate of slapping is a/(a+b+c), the true positive rate

of drinking is e/(d+e+f), and the false positive rate of no action is (g+h)/(g+h+i).

The accuracy above is determined by each instance. However, in behavior analysis, we can

also predict that whether the system can correctly identify each slapping action and

drinking action. We will not use false positive rate to calculate the error rate, because we

do not know how many no actions will be in the test set. Instead of using false positive rate,

we will use precision rate, which is to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted classes, for

both slapping and drinking classes.

According to Table 4.1, the recall rate of slapping is a/(a+b+c), the precision rate of

slapping is a/(a+d+g); the recall rate of drinking is e/(d+e+f), the precision rate of drinking

is e/(b+e+h).

4.3 Experimental Procedures

The raw data was recorded in Excel files; because these files were not the input files for

our program, the first step was to change the Excel files into text files.
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In the next step, we extracted the features from the raw data set. We set 25 records in one

window, and we used the continuous 4 windows to be one instance. 39 features were

extracted in one window; thus, 39 * 4= 156 features in one instance.

For machine-learning purposes, we divided the data set into a training set and a test set. We

used 1/4 of the whole data set to be the test set, and 3/4 of the whole data set to be the

training set. In the training set, we chose 1/3 data to be the validation set; the validation set

was not involved in the training process. The training, testing, and validation sets kept in

similar class distributions.

We compared the accuracy by implementing the different components of our system:

Table 4.2 — The different methods with different components

In method 1, we wanted to see the performance by implementing only Decision Tree

algorithm. In method 2, we wanted to compare the difference between Decision Tree and

Random Forest. In method 3, we expected that there was some improvement while

implementing Sequence Post-Processing on Random Forest. In method 4, we expected that

adding validation threshold could help the system improve the accuracy. In method 5, we

wanted to test whether using the best combination of forest size and subset-feature size

could improve the performance of Random Forest. In method 6, we added all the

components, and expected that it had the best performance among the six methods.
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For each method, we completed ten experiments with different pairs of training and testing

sets. Two true positive rates and one false negative rate were generated in each experiment,

and we reported the average value of the ten experiments.

4.4 Experimental Results

The first data set contained 9 knee-slapping motions. The results are shown in Table 4.3

and Table 4.4.

Table 4.3 — True positive rate and false positive rate of the first data set
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Table 4.4 — Actions recall rate and precision rate of the first data set

The running time for Decision Tree is 0.153 second, for Random Forest is 0.844 second.

We concluded the following points from Table 4.3: (1) The true positive rate of the

slapping class was 100% in all methods. (2) Method 2 and 3 had the same result because

Sequence Post-Processing did not affect the slapping class. (3) In method 4, we

implemented the validation threshold, but the false positive rate increased, and the overall

accuracy decreased. Because there were only 9 slapping actions in this data set, part of the

9 actions will be split to be the validation set, which makes the threshold less accurate. (4)

In method 5, we used the combination of 100 trees and 15% subset-feature rate in Random

Forest. Comparing with other methods, method 5 obtained the highest true positive rate in

drinking class, and lowest false positive rate in No_action class, which proved that the

combination of the two parameters improves the accuracy for Random Forest. (5) As we

observed from method 4, implementing validation threshold affect the false positive rate.

Method 6 contained all the components in method 4, thus the false positive rate in method

6 must be influenced by the validation threshold. However, the false positive rate of

drinking in method 6 is lower than it was in method 4, which directly proved that the best
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combination of two parameters for Random Forest can improve the accuracy of validation

threshold.

For the recall rate and precision rate, all the methods have 100%. One possible reason is

that the data set is less complicated and each slapping action can be easily identified.

The second data set contained 10 head-slapping and 5 tea-drinking motions. The results are

shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.

Table 4.5 — True positive rate and false positive rate of the second data set
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Table 4.6 — Actions recall rate and precision rate of the second data set

The running time for Decision Tree is 3.963 second, for Random Forest is 2.852 second.

According to the results, the slapping class still gave a good true positive rate. In method 1,

using the normal standard Decision Tree could already enable us to obtain high accuracy in

both slapping and drinking classes. In method 2, Random Forest decreased the false

positive rate of no action, but also decreased the true positive rate of drink. In method 3

and method 4, we obtained the low false positive rates: 2% and 1.5%; however, the true

positive rates of drinking class significantly fell to 80% and 79.3%. The trade-off of

drinking or no action existed in method 3 and 4. As the results indicated in method 5,

finding the best combination of forest size and subset-feature size for Random Forest is an

expected and reasonable method. We implemented 100 trees and 20% subset-feature rate

for Random Forest in this data set. In method 6, since we implemented the best

combination of two parameters for Random Forest, the true positive rate of drinking

became better than it was in methods 3 and 4, but was still lower than it was in methods 1,

2 and 5. However, the false positive rate in method 6 is much lower than it was in method
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1 and 2. Therefore, we could conclude that Sequence Post-Processing and validation

threshold had the tradeoff of the true positive rate in drinking or the false positive rate in

No_action in this data set. Considering the overall performance, we thought that method 5

was the best choice.

In the second data set, there are totally five drink actions, some of them are located in the

test set. Therefore the actual drink action in test set will be one or two, as long as there are

some incorrect classified drinking actions, it will rapidly decrease the precision rate of

drinking. That is one possible reason that in all methods the precision rate of drinking is

low. However, in method 3 after Sequence Post-processing implemented in the system, it

prevent predicting drink actions that are too short. That is one possible reason to increase

the precision rate of drink action in method 3.

The third data set contained 29 head-slapping and 29 tea-drinking motions. The results are

shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.

Table 4.7 — True positive rate and false positive rate of the third data set
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Table 4.8 — Actions recall rate and precision rate of the third data set

The running time for Decision Tree is 5.789 second, for Random Forest is 80.264 second

As we could see from Table 4.5, we could not obtain a 100% accuracy by using Decision

Tree. Moreover, the accuracy of drinking class fell to 88.3%, and the false positive rate

raised to 20.5%. According to the results from Decision Tree, the data set might contain

noise. After implementing Random Forest in method 2, the accuracy of drinking increased,

and the false positive rate fell to 11.7%. These results indicated that Random Forest had a

strong ability to handle the noisy data. From method 3 to method 4, there was no

improvement by implementing the validation threshold or Sequence Post-Processing. On

the contrary, using validation threshold in method 4 had a bad effect on the accuracy of

slapping. One possible reason was that Random Forest was weak in finding the threshold

of slapping class. In method 5, we implemented 100 trees and 30% subset-feature rate for

Random Forest. As we expected, once implementing the best combination of forest size

and subset-features size of Random Forest, the performance significantly improved. The

accuracy of slapping and drinking reached 96.3% and 94.6% respectively, and the false
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positive rate decreased from 13.8% to 10.8%. In method 6, we surprisingly found that the

false positive rate fell to 8.3%, the true positive rate of drinking increased from 94.6% to

95.6%, and the true positive rate of slapping remained the same. It proved that using

validation threshold and Sequence Post-Processing had a good effect on decreasing the

false positive rate of No_action, and increasing the true positive rate of drinking in this

data set.

By only using Decision Tree, the drink precision rate just 47%, which means there are lot

of predicted drink actions are incorrect. However, adding Random Forest the drink

precision rate increased to 70%, it indicated that Random Forest has a better performance

than Decision Tree. After we implemented validation threshold and Sequence

Post-processing, the drink precision rate reach at 88%. As we expected, after implemented

the method 6, in both recall rate and precision rate we can obtain the best performances. It

proved that some illegal actions can be eliminated by Sequence Post-processing. As the

result shown in third data set, finding the best combination of forest size and size of feature

subset for Random Forest is important.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

5.1 Contributions

According to the experimental results, we obtained an over 96% true positive rate of the

slapping class in the three data sets. At the same time, we also obtained an over 95% true

positive rate of drinking class. These achievements gave us confidence in detecting the

harmful hand actions and distinguishing harmful hand actions from normal hand actions.

Secondly, we implemented the best combination of forest size and subset-feature size for

Random Forest, which gave a better performance rather than just use the figures given by

Paper [13]. For different data sets, the combination of these two parameters may change, so

finding these two parameters for different data sets was necessary.

Thirdly, we designed the Sequence Post-Processing method to correct the missed

classifications which came from Random Forest. We found the pattern information from

the training set and used this information to build the model. As the results show above, for

the noisy data set, the Sequence Post-Processing did help the system decrease the false

positive rate.

5.2 Limitations and Potential Improvement

Sequence Post-Processing processed the instances group by group. However, in behavior

analysis, analyzing the instance one by one is probably better. We prefer the system

recognize the behavior in the current time rather than recognize the behavior after a certain

period of time. In the future, we will try to analyze the instance one by one by using the

pattern information from training set.
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Efficient features are always the important part in classification problems. There were at

least two aspects we can optimize the features. The first aspect is to extract more types of

features. Right now the data sets only contain three different classes, we can get a good

performance on the current data sets, but we cannot guarantee these features are efficient if

the type of class increases. The second aspect is to decrease the feature dimensions, such as

using PCA to decrease the feature dimensions.

In the third data set, there are several short time drinking actions. The system right now

recognizes the multiple short-time drinking action as a long time drinking action. Even

though it does not influence the true positive rate of drinking class, we expect to detect

each single drinking action.

In the data pre-processing part, we manually found the starting time and ending time for

each action, but once the data set gets much larger than before, this procedure is not

available. Therefore, we may design a method which can use the raw data to find the

starting and ending times for each action.
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